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Abstract
With the growing need for the development of smaller implantable monitors, alter-
native energy storage sources such as high density ultra capacitors are envisioned
to replace the bulky batteries in these devices. Ultracapacitors have the potential
to be integrated on a silicon wafer, and have the benefits of an unlimited number
of recharge cycles and extremely rapid recharging times. However, they present an
essential challenge in that the voltage drops rapidly with energy drain. In this thesis,
we explore a data storage memory that is compatible with ultracapacitor energy stor-
age. In addition, we propose and demonstrate a low-power wireless link that exploits
RFID techniques as a way of uploading the stored data.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and background
The evaluation and effective treatment of patients suffering from movement disorders
such as Parkinson's disease, restless legs syndrome, and others require continuous
monitoring and reliable data collection [7]. For determination of the correct medi-
cation dosage, doctors need to know both the intensity and duration of the tremors
reliably. The tremors are usually in the frequency range of 5-10 Hz. To differentiate
the limb movement of a healthy person from that of a person afflicted with Parkin-
son's or some other disease, filtering and algorithms can be used to reject false data
and store only the data due to tremors. This has been accomplished previously us-
ing wrist-band style monitoring equipment [10]. However, the accuracy of the data
collected depends critically on the patient to wear the gadget at all times. For some
patients, this need for compliance stands as a very real barrier to meaningful data
collection. Another issue is that the batteries these devices use have a limited num-
ber of recharge cycles, and the recharging operation itself can be time consuming.
To overcome these challenges, our group is doing extensive research and developing a
system-on-chip providing sensing, power management and energy storage in high en-
ergy density ultracapacitors to serve as a platform for monitors that are small enough
to be implanted.
Ultracapacitors are promising for the implant application. These are capacitors
with orders of magnitude more effective surface area in the same volume that an
ordinary capacitor has, giving them a higher capacitance to store charge. This is ac-
complished by using porous coatings on electrodes or similar techniques that increase
charge holding area.
Ultracapacitors have many potential advantages over batteries for implant appli-
cations, despite their considerably smaller energy density. They show promise of being
able to be integrated on a silicon die, resulting in a smaller form factor for the im-
plant. Also ultracapacitors can be quickly recharged without a need for complicated
recharge circuitry.
For the chip to be injectable the size will be approximately 2x2x5mm encapsulated
in a bio-compatible material, about the size of a grain of rice. This form factor
allows the device to be implanted using an outpatient procedure which qualifies as
"minimally invasive [3]. These minimally invasive on-chip devices will be used for
the sensing and recording of tremors in a patient. The data collected from tremors is
stored in a memory and later uploaded to an external base-station. The idea of such
micro-implantable device is depicted in Fig. 1-1.
< 5mm
4
Power Sourcing and Management
Si nal Sensin and Processin < 2mm
Ultracap
RF Coil Integrated system chip
Figure 1-1: Conceptual drawing of the future product
In this thesis I have studied and designed an SRAM (Static Random Access Mem-
ory) to work with such system-on-chip implants and integrated an RFID based data
link to upload the data to an external reader. The system block diagram of the design
is shown in figure 1-2. To effectively deal with the supply voltage variations inherent
in using an ultracapacitor energy storage element, the SRAM chip has a voltage reg-
ulator to step down the voltage to reduce wasteful energy loss. The control circuitry
is implemented on an FPGA.
POWER SOURCING,
MANAGEMENT
SIGNAL SENSING,
PROCESSING
CLOCK GENERATION
I t CLOCK
POWER
CONTROL
SIGNALS
DATA
Figure 1-2: Block diagram of the system
The memory designed in this thesis is a 32-Kb SRAM (256 rows x 128 columns)
with a 6-transistor bit cell configuration. The data is input to the memory 8 bits at
a time on an 8 bit input bus. The 8 bit input is temporarily registered in registers
inside the memory. After 16 such 8 bits are received and registered, it gets copied to
a row of the memory core (bit-cell memory matrix) at a time. An on chip voltage
regulator steps down the high ultra-capacitor supply voltage to a quarter of it for
supply to the memory. This lower voltage reduces the leakage currents in memory
thereby saving precious charge on ultra-capacitors.
RFID data link is composed of a transponder and a reader along with their induc-
tive coils. The reader and its coil generates RF field that couples to the coil on the
implant side. The implant side modulates the carrier field by switching the implant's
coil load. This modulated signal is interpreted as data on the reader side. This RFID
based data link is discussed in a separate chapter later.
The control signals are generated by programming Xilinx FPGA on an Opal Kelly
board. This generates a sequence of signals to accomplish write and read operation
from memory. It also generates the modulation signal based on the stored data for
transmission over RFID data-link. This is discussed in a later chapter.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is a discussion on the memory
design. Chapter 3 is a discussion of the voltage regulator. Chapter 4 talks about the
RFID based data link. Chapter 5 documents the test results. Chapter 6 concludes
the thesis with the summary and possible future work.
Chapter 2
Memory
Micro-implants require storage memory to store the information gathered by on-chip
sensors. This information is stored in the form of digital data that is later transmitted
over a wireless link, such as a RFID link, when in close proximity to a reader. This
chapter focuses on the design of memory for implants.
2.1 Memory types
Solid-state memories can be classified into volatile and non-volatile memories. While
non-volatile memories are appropriate if the power source is unreliable [6] or for long
time data storage due to zero power consumption during standby feature, it poses a
challenge to writing the data in micro-implant application.
Non-volatile memories are based on a floating gate between the signal gate and
the channel of a MOSFET transistor. The programming/ writing of data in a bit cell
is accomplished by changing the charge trapped on the floating gate [6]. The presence
of charge changes the threshold voltage of the transistor. This difference of threshold
voltage due to presence or absence of the trapped charge can differentiate between a
1 and 0 stored in a cell. During read operation, this is done by applying a nominal
voltage across the gate and source that is sufficient to turn on a low threshold device
but not a high threshold device to discriminate between the two bit values. The
floating gate stores the charge almost indefinitely if surrounded by a good dielectric.
This accomplishes the zero power loss feature of non-volatile memories as no power is
needed for the data retention. However, during programming/ write, high gate-source
and gate-drain voltages (about 10 V or more) are needed to provide the high fields
for an avalanche injection and charge trap to occur. The high-voltage requirement
is particularly onerous for the micro-implant application, which otherwise exploits
low-voltage CMOS processes. In addition, the special processes needed to build these
flash memories can raise the cost of the final product.
The other class of memory is the volatile memories that requires power at all times
for data retention. The most common are the dynamic and static RAM. The dynamic
memories again require special processes to construct the vertical capacitors that store
a bit of data in each bit-cell. Also these require frequent recharge of the capacitors
with the value stored to compensate for the stored charge lost due to leakage. This
adds to the complexity of the memory and loss of energy. The other kind of volatile
memory, static RAM (SRAM), requires more area to implement than the dynamic
RAM but has lower leakage currents during data retention. Also it requires a fraction
of the voltage required in non-volatile memories to write to each cell. In this thesis I
have designed an SRAM for the application to bio-medical implants.
2.2 Basic operation
Before getting into the design details, let us look at the bigger picture of the operation
of this memory. The data received on the input data bus is 8 bits at a time. They
need to be temporarily stored and batched into a complete memory row before being
written into a row of the memory. This batch writing row at a time requires fewer
accesses to the memory matrix cells and saves energy. Therefore there are registers
at the bottom of the memory matrix equal in number to the number of memory cells
in a row.
This memory consists primarily of a bit-cell matrix, registers at the bottom pe-
riphery of the matrix, and the input-output data bus. The following sections details
the steps for writing to and reading from the memory.
2.2.1 Writing the data received on the data bus
The following basic steps go into writing to this memory.
Step 0: The address counter is reset with the CLEAR signal to point at the first
row of the memory matrix.
Step 1: The data is received in packets of 8 bits at a time on an 8-bit data bus.
These are written to the 8 registers, one at a time at the negative edge of the CLK
signal. The next 8-bits received go into the next 8 registers. Once all 128 registers
have been written Step 2 is executed. This step is depicted in Fig. 2-1.
COUNTER
EU /111
BIT CELL
MATRIX
REGISTERS
DATA BUS
Figure 2-1: Basic write functionality: Step 1
Step 2: Once all 128 registers have been written with the input data, they are
copied into the current row of the memory bit-cell matrix. The current row is the
row currently addressed by the counter. After this the counter is incremented. This
step is depicted in Fig. 2-2
COUNTER
BIT CELL
MATRIX
REGISTERS
DATA BUS
Figure 2-2: Basic write functionality: Step 2
2.2.2 Reading the data stored in the memory matrix
The following steps go into reading the data previously stored in this memory.
Step 0: The address counter is reset with the CLEAR signal to point at the first
row of the memory matrix.
Step 1: The memory matrix row currently addressed by the counter is copied
into the registers at the bottom of the bit-cell matrix. The registers containing the
data are then connected to the data bus one at a time at the positive edge of the
CLK signal. After all 128 registers have gone through this process, the counter is
incremented to address the next row as the current row and Step 1 is repeated. This
step is depicted in Fig. 2-3
BIT CELL
MATRIX
COUNTER
REGISTERS
DATA BUS
Figure 2-3: Basic read functionality: Step 1
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2.3 Memory architecture
The architecture of the memory designed is shown in Fig. 2-4. The memory size is
256 rows by 128 columns totaling to 32768 bit-cell locations. The memory matrix is
written or read a row at a time. The data is received by memory in chunks of 8 bits at
a time, they are temporarily stored in the 128 registers at the bottom of the matrix.
Once the 128 bits are registered, they are copied into the current row of the memory
matrix. This reduces the energy overhead associated with charging the control lines
by writing row at a time instead of 8 bits as received.
Besides registers the bottom periphery of the matrix has additional logic circuitry
to decode the register address and to connect or disconnect the input and output of
register to data bus and vertical bit-lines. Along the other side of the periphery on
the left of the matrix is the logic circuitry that decodes the row address for each row
of the matrix. The left side circuitry also includes the power management logic that
simply turns off rows not yet written to conserve energy.
The row and register address is generated sequentially by the 15 bit counter. This
address is pre-decoded locally with circuitry around the counter to minimize decoding
logic alongside the periphery of the matrix. This enables smaller pitch spacing by
decreasing the number of devices along the memory matrix periphery.
The memory is powered by an on-chip voltage regulator implemented using a stack
of capacitors on the left side of the memory matrix that steps down the input supply
voltage shown as Ultracap. This capacitor bank is switched between parallel and
series configuration to reduce the high Ultracap voltage to quarter of it. This reduced
voltage ensures minimal lower power losses both during data retention and while
actively writing a bit-cell by minimizing leakages and switching energies respectively.
Figure 2-4: Memory architecture
2.4 Leakage
Leakage current is the drain current that arises with a zero voltage difference applied
across the gate and source terminals of a transistor. This current increases with
the width of the transistor as one would normally expect due to the lowering of the
resistance with the increase in width. This effect is shown in the simulation Figs.
2-7 and 2-8 for NMOS and PMOS respectively for the National's 0.18 CMOS process
used in this thesis.
Also one would expect this current to increase with decreasing length due to the
expected monotonic lowering of the threshold voltage. However it is usually observed
to first increase with decreasing length for moderately small L, before it decreases as
expected [11]. This effect is called reverse short-channel effect. This contradicts the
normal behavior of resistance decrease as length decreases. This effect is shown in
simulation Figs. 2-5 and 2-6 for the NMOS and PMOS respectively for the National's
0.18 CMOS process.
In order to minimize the leakage current, I have used the minimum allowed tran-
sistor length and width for both NMOS and PMOS in the 6T bit-cell configuration
to be discussed later.
Leakage Current vs. Length of NMOS
-/MO/D
0
Length,. L(E-)
Figure 2-5: Leakage current versus length of NMOS transistor
Leakage Currents. LAnigth of PMO0
-19ilS
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Figure 2-6: Leakage current versus length of PMOS transistor
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Leakage Current vs. Width of NMOS
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Figure 2-7: Leakage current versus width of NMOS transistor
Leakage Current 'vs. Width of PMOS
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Figure 2-8: Leakage current versus length of PMOS transistor
2.5 Bit-cell
The SRAM 6T bit-cell consists of two CMOS inverters back to back with output of
each connected to the input of the other as illustrated in Fig. 2-9. The input of each
inverter is connected through a pass transistor to the vertical bit-lines that enables
data written from or data read to the registers at the periphery of the memory matrix.
The pass transistors allow controlled connection between the two inverter inputs and
their respective bit-lines.
E
Si nalSi nal
2
Figure 2-9: 6-transistor bit-cell configuration
In Fig. 2-10 are shown the generic DC inverter transfer functions of the two
inverters 1 and 2. The intersection points are the only possible equilibrium solutions
when the inverters form a loop. The inverter loop has three equilibrium points (points
A, B, and C in the figure), only two of which are stable (A, B). If initially at point C,
there is always some noise present that topples the loop state to assume one of the
stable points A or B.
The same figure can help us understand the transient behavior. The intersection
points are the equilibrium points after the transients have settled. Let us consider
point A. For a small perturbation off point A, negative feedback returns the inverter
loop to the same point. It is similar for point B. At point C a positive feedback
prevails and any perturbation off it sends the inverter off the stable point towards A
or B. To switch from A to B, either input 1 can be driven beyond point C or input
2 can be driven below point C or both. After doing this the loop can be left alone
and positive feedback will send the loop to settle at point B. Similarly to switch from
Side 1
0.
CSide 20
CL
B
Input 1, Output 2 (V)
Figure 2-10: Inverter loop DC transfer function curves: Butterfly curve
B to A, either input 1 can be driven below point C or input 2 can be driven beyond
point C or both.
2.5.1 Writing
Writing is accomplished by driving the bit-lines to the voltage levels corresponding to
the bits to be written and then signaling the pass transistors to turn on. This connects
the bit-lines to the inputs of the two inverters and forces the inverter inputs to be
driven to their respective bit-line voltage levels. The voltage levels of the inverter
nodes should be driven past the switch point of the inverter loop for a successful
write. For example assume initially that the inverter loop is at state A in Fig. 2-10
and the loop was to be switched to state B corresponding to writing an opposite value
to the one initially stored. For a successful write operation, the input of inverter 1
or inverter 2 or both should be driven at least beyond the switch point C towards
the state B. The pass transistors can then turn off, allowing positive feedback in the
inverter loop to take over and complete the change of state. This would require the
NMOS pass transistor connected to the bit-line driven to zero to be stronger, that is,
able to sink more current, than the PMOS can supply so that the node can be pulled
low enough for switch to happen. This requires larger NMOS transistors. Another
method is to shut down the supply voltage to the bit-cell, then drive the bit-lines with
the value to be written, turn on the pass transistors connecting the bit-lines to their
respective input nodes of the loop inverters, and then turn on the supply voltage to
the bit-cell before turning off the pass transistors. In essence we pick the state of the
inverter loop and then turn on the loop to maintain the new state. This technique of
floating the supply line has been widely used [2]. Using this technique doesn't require
the pass transistors to be stronger than the PMOS transistors and has been used in
this design. This way we can still use the minimum sized transistors that give us
lowest leakage as shown before. The bit-cell node data before and after successful
write operation is shown in Figs. 2-11 and 2-12 respectively.
Before write operation:
I PASS enabled signal
I
Pass
Trans
FLOATEN disabled supply voltage
A0 I>4
Pass
rrans
Figure 2-11: Bit-cell state before write
After write operation:
Figure 2-12: Bit-cell state after a successful write
2.5.2 Reading
To read the bits written previously to a memory bit-cell, both the bit-lines are pre-
charged to the high voltage corresponding to a 1 and left floating at this value. Then
the pass transistors are signaled to turn on. This connects the inverter inputs to their
respective bit-lines through the pass transistors as shown in Fig. 2-13. The bit-line
connected to the 0 node on the inverter loop discharges and the other bit-line stays
at 1 since it is connected to the node at 1. A successful read is if the stored bit in
a bit-cell is not corrupted by the pre-charged capacitive bit-lines. This is when the
nodes of the inverter loop do not drift beyond the switch point. This would ensure
that when the pass transistors turn off, the inverter loop will return to its original
equilibrium state.
PASS enabled signal
FLOATEN disabled supply voltage
0 --
CI
Pass lr- Pass
Trans >Transj
Figure 2-13: Bit-cell state during read
For example assume initially the inverter loop is at state A in Fig. 2-10. When
the pass transistors are turned on, it connects the input nodes of the inverter loop to
the bit-lines. The input node of inverter 1 is pulled up temporarily while the bit-line
connected to it discharges. We want the input node of inverter 1 to remain below
the switching point of the loop. This could be accomplished with sizing the NMOS
of the inverter loop larger than the NMOS pass transistors. Also the body effect
helps in keeping the inverter loop node close to zero volts and stops it from rising
beyond the switch point even when the NMOS pass transistor and NMOS in inverter
loop are sized same. This is because the rising node is also the source of the pass
transistor connected to it. This raises the threshold of the pass transistor and reduces
the current with rising voltage. This increases the on resistance of the pass transistor
and limits the rise of the node voltage. The equation governing the body effect in
MOSFETS is:
V = V0 +y( 24F +VsB I- 2 0F ) (2.1)
where -y is the body-effect coefficient, Vto is the threshold at VSB = 0, VSB is the
source-body voltage, and #F is the Fermi Potential.
The simulation results in the National's 0.18 CMOS process for the node volt-
ages that appear at the output of inverter 1 of the inverter loop in Fig. 2-9 when
connected to different supply voltages for the minimum sized transistors in a bit-cell
are shown in Table 2.1. All NMOS and PMOS are of length 0.18um and width 0.28um.
Table 2.1: Bit-cell node voltage when connected to
ages while reading
bit-line for different supply volt-
2.5.3 Robustness
In addition to being able to write and read back the data, it is important to give
consideration to the presence of unwanted voltages induced in an inverter loop due
Supply Voltage (mV) Switch point (mV) Inv Node Voltage
(mV)
200 100 26.0
300 150 30.3
400 200 37.6
500 250 50.0
600 300 66.5
to coupling with adjacent circuits in any implementation of design. This induced
voltage can corrupt the stored data by switching the state of the bit-cell.
Noise margin gives us an approximate quantification of the robustness of a bit-cell.
One of the many definitions is the side of the largest square that can be fit in the
inverter loop DC curve [9]. A larger square implies a higher voltage margin for the
stored state voltage to drift off its equilibrium point before the coupling could cause
an irreversible data loss.
Static noise margin
Static noise margin is when the pass transistors are off and bit-cell forms an inverter
loop. This gives us the butterfly curve as shown in Fig. 2-14.
Figure 2-14: Depiction of static noise margin on the "butterfly curve"
Table 2.2 contains simulation results for the static noise margins for different pro-
cess corners for supply voltages of 300 and 600 mV in the National's 0.18 CMOS
process. All NMOS and PMOS are of length 0.18 um and width 0.28 um.
Table 2.2: Static noise margin for different process corners and supply voltages
Process corner Noise margin for Noise margin for
Vdd=300 mV Vdd=600 mV
Typical 110.33 251.77
SF 77.09 225.60
FS 85.57 214.99
FF 106.79 233.38
SS 106.08 251.77
Read noise margin
The read noise margin is less than the static noise margin. Graphically this is due to
the voltage at the inverter loop storing a 0 being pulled up slightly and the solution
becomes the new intersection point. This is shown in Fig. 2-15. This reduces the
side of the square that can fit between the curves and therefore means lower noise
margins than the static noise margins. For example at point A in Fig. 2-15 input 1
is slightly above ground.
Input 1, Output 2 (V) Vdd
Figure 2-15: Depiction of read noise margin on the "butterfly curve"
Table 2.3 contains the simulation results of the read noise margins for different
process corners for supply voltages of 300 and 600 mV. All NMOS and PMOS are of
length 0.18um and width 0.28um.
Table 2.3: Read noise margin for different process corners and supply voltages
Process corner Noise margin for Noise margin for
Vdd=300 mV Vdd=600 mV
Typical 52.55 111.46
SF 69.73 151.34
FS 22.21 80.62
FF 44.84 95.47
SS 63.56 130.13
2.6 Peripherals
There are three peripheral blocks around the memory matrix that assist in read and
write operation. The three blocks are the address generator and pre-decoder block,
register block, and row decoder block. Their schematics are shown in the following
subsections.
2.6.1 Address generator and pre-decoder block
Fig. 2-16 is the 15 bit sequential address generating Counter with pre-decoder. The
pre-decoder shifts part of the burden of row and column decoding away from along
side of each row and column of the memory matrix to the memory's corner. This
enables a smaller memory matrix pitch [6].
WL 255
WL 0
I I I I I IA I
A14 A13 A12 All A1O A9 A8 A7
15 Bit Counter
A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 Al AO
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Figure 2-16: Schematic of the sequential address generator and pre-decoder
2.6.2 Register block
Fig. 2-17 shows the schematic of the block along the bottom periphery of the memory
matrix. This contains registers and logic circuitry to decode the register address and
to enable read and write operations.
POLCONNECT
PRE-DECODED 4
BIT ADDRESS
Figure 2-17: Schematic of a register block at the bottom of the memory matrix
2.6.3 Row decoder and power management switch block
Fig. 2-18 shows the schematic of the block that decodes the memory matrix row
address and logic circuitry to enable read and write operations. This block also has
power management switch (Fig. 2-19) that essentially has a bit of storage which is
set when the memory row is accessed for write for the first time. This bit then keeps
the row powered on for data retention. Before this first write the row stays turned
off to reduce leakage currents.
CLEAR POER PS VDD
POWER MGMT L FLOATEN
OFF disabled supply
AFLOAT ENABLE PA Sv olta ge
PASS enAble
signal
Figure 2-18: Schematic of the row decoder and power management switch for each
row of memory matrix
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Figure 2-19: Schematic of the power switch for each row of memory matrix
The following section documents the signal descriptions and their timing sequence
that enables write and read operation, details on the bit-cell design, and peripheral
circuitry that went into this memory.
2.7 Signals and their definitions
The following tables document the signals along with their definitions and timing
sequence for the write and read operation to memory.
Input/ Output
INPUT [7:0] 8 bit input bus. It is connected to the register
inputs when WRITEEN is high.
OUTPUT [7:0] 8 bit output bus. It is connected to the register
outputs when READ is high.
Global signals
CLK Increments the counter/ address at the positive
edge of CLK.
POWERCLK Switches the voltage regulator.
CLEAR Clears the registers to zero and resets the counter
to zero.
POWERMGMT-OFF When low this signal is de-activated and power
management is on and only memory rows written
are powered by supply for data retention.
Signals to write the registers with the values on the input bus
WRITEEN Enables write operation by connecting the input
bus to the register inputs and enabling the register
to register values on the bus.
CLK Registers latch the value on the input bus at the
negative edge of the CLK signal.
WRITEEN
-VLF-LJ-Lj-LCLK
time No
Figure 2-20: Timing diagram for signals to write the registers with the values on the
input bus
COLCONNECT
PASS
FLOATEN
time 10
Figure 2-21: Timing diagram for signals to write to a row of memory matrix with the
values in the registers
Signals to write to a row of memory matrix with the values in the registers
COL-CONNECT Connects the register outputs to their bit-lines
PASS Turns on the access transistors connecting the bit-
lines to the inverter loop nodes.
FLOATEN Disconnects supply to bit-cells in the selected
memory row to be written.
PRE-CHARGE
PASS
CLK
VL- LATCHALL
READ
time 
-
Figure 2-22: Timing diagram for signals to read a row of memory matrix into the
registers
2.8 Summary
In this design I have chosen to use minimum-sized devices to reduce the leakage
currents. But like any design it is a trade off. Minimum-sized devices reduce the
bit-cell noise margins and make them more prone to loss of stored data and therefore
increase in bit-error rate.
Signals to read a row of memory matrix into the registers
PRE-CHARGE Pre-charges the bit lines to a 1.
PASS Turns on the access transistors connecting the bit-
lines to the inverter loop nodes.
CLK Registers register the value on the bit-lines at the
negative edge of the CLK signal.
LATCHALL Enables all registers to simultaneously latch a full
memory row into the registers at the negative edge
of a CLK.
READ Enables read operation by connecting the bit-lines
to the register inputs
................... -I _ _
Chapter 3
Voltage Regulator
Long term monitoring using micro-implants can only be achieved with low power
consuming devices both during active and standby modes. Due to their large number
of transistors, memories are the dominant power consumer in microimplants during
the standby mode. Due to the dependence of the leakage currents (currents flowing in
a transistor with zero gate-source voltage) on the supply voltage, it is of paramount
important to reduce the supply voltage to the minimum required for operation and
retention of the stored data. Since in our application, the ultracapacitor voltage is
considerably higher in between 2.4 and 1.2 V and SRAM can operate and retain data
at very low voltages [6], it is desirable to have a voltage regulator to step down the
voltage for low power consumption.
The SRAM memory spends time in either of the two states: Standby mode, when
the memory cells are not accessed, and active mode, when the memory is written to or
read from. In active mode, while writing, the transistors switch and there are energy
losses proportional to the switching frequency times CV 2 where C is the capacitance
as seen at the node storing a bit value. In standby mode the transistors are off and
are tasked with only maintaining of the stored data. There is no direct path between
the power supply and ground. Ideally we should have zero losses while in standby
mode if the transistors were ideal. However in reality we have what are called leakage
currents that leak current to the ground with a zero voltage difference across the gate
and source of a transistor. The memory wastes less energy in both standby and active
modes when powered with a low voltage supply. Let us look at the leakage currents
for the particular process used in this design.
Leakage current is a strong function of the drain-source voltage. High supply
voltage puts high Vds on an off transistor thereby increasing the leakage current. The
ultracapacitor voltage for the micro-implants is expected to swing from a high 2.4 V
to a 1.2 V and back to 2.4 V. Figs. 3-1 and 3-2 for NMOS and PMOS respectively
show that the leakage current increase with Vds. A low supply voltage below 0.6
V gives us about an order of magnitude lower leakage currents compared to at high
voltages of 2.4 V.
Leakage current Ids vs. Vds for NMOS
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Figure 3-1: Simulation of leakage current versus Vds for NMOS transistor
Leakage current Ids vs. Vds for PMOS
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Figure 3-2: Simulation of leakage current versus Vds for PMOS transistor
3.1 Voltage Regulators
There are many ways to lower the voltage supply. These methods employ a capacitor
and inductor and are called DC-DC buck converters [5]. These essentially alternate
between grabbing energy from the source by storing it as magnetic energy in an in-
ductor and with this stored energy re-charging a big capacitor supplying the load.
The inductor integrates voltage and stores it as magnetic energy and a capacitor inte-
grates the current supplied by the inductor and converts it into voltage. The voltage
level can be adjusted by adjusting the duty cycle. Since only reactive components
are employed, the conversion is efficient. However, due to non-availability of large
inductors on chip, we will focus on techniques employing only capacitors.
Another common method for generating a lower voltage uses a diode [8]. This
is shown in Fig. 3-3. Due to an exponential dependence of a diode current on a
voltage across it, an on diode maintains an approximately constant voltage across
it. However this comes with high quiescent currents that wastes a lot of energy. For
example typically for a diode with scale current (Is) = 1OE-12, that depends on the
junction area, and n = 1 and turn on voltage = 0.7 V approximately 12 uA is wasted
as quiescent current.
Vin
Vout
Figure 3-3: Voltage regulator using diode
3.2 Proposed methodology
The following proposal is an open-loop voltage regulator. Without feedback, as in a
closed loop system, there is no need for a reference and the system is simple in design.
Since on-chip capacitors can easily be fabricated, the following solution depicted in
Fig. 3-4 is proposed to step down high ultra-capacitor voltage.
ULTRACAP -M
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PH 1
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GND
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GND
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PH 1 BAR
GND
PH2BAR A FPH2 PHI
C4L+
GND
Figure 3-4: Voltage regulator schematic
VDD
This technique employs four capacitors stacked in series while charging from a
high voltage ultra-capacitor source and then switched to a parallel configuration.
While connected in series the top most capacitor C1 is connected directly to the
Ultracap power supply. The bottom-most capacitor C4 is connected to the memory
Vdd rail supplying power to the memory at all times. The PHi and PH2 are the
two phases of the clock signal, POWERCLK, that alternately turn high. The PHI
and PHi BAR turn on the switches connected to them when the PHi and PHI BAR
voltage levels go high and low respectively. Similarly PH2 and PH2 BAR turn on the
switches connected to them when PH2 and PH2 BAR voltage levels go high and low
respectively. When PH2 is high, the four capacitors C1 to C4 are stacked in series
configuration as shown in the figure 3-5. When the PHI goes high, the four capacitors
are connected in the parallel configuration as shown in the figure 3-6. This technique
gives us a voltage that is close to 1/4 the ultra-capacitor voltage without much swing
if the switching rate is fast enough that the voltage drop between switching instants
is negligible.
U LTRACAP
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C4 +
GND
Figure 3-5: Voltage regulator in series configuration
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Figure 3-6: Voltage regulator in parallel configuration
3.3 Model
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Figure 3-7: Voltage curve sketch on the regulator output, assuming the load is drawing
a constant current
The derivation of a mathematical model for the voltage regulator for a steady state
voltage level at the memory's Vdd rail is as follows. This derivation refers to the
Fig. 3-7. Let us assume a constant current of I drawn by the memory from the
node located between positive plate of C4 and negative plate of C3. Throughout this
derivation, I will refer to the two transition points as parallel-to-series and series-to-
parallel, and the two state configurations as series and parallel in this cyclic process
of voltage conversion. It is assumed that C1 = C2 = C3 = C for simplicity and that
C3 + C4+
C4 is different from C. The different value for C4 is reasonable because C4 is attached
to the Vdd node and will be in parallel with the memory power rail capacitance
anyways, making it different from C.
3.3.1 Series Configuration
When the capacitors are in the series configuration, the node between positive plate
of C4 and negative plate of C3 supplies current to the memory. In the series config-
uration, the assumed constant leakage current I drops the voltage Vdd with a slope
Si =Iy [V/s] as the current drawn by the memory sees 2 in parallel with C4.
During series configuration, the charge drawn from the node between the positive
plate of C4 and the negative plate of C3 is:
Qout,series = TID (3.1)
where T is the period of switching clock signal and D is the duty or fraction of T that
the system is in the series configuration.
The charge drawn from the capacitor C4 during this series configuration is:
Qout,C4,series = C4Qout,s e (3.2)
The charge drawn from the ultra-capacitor during this series configuration is:
Cre Qout,series(3)Qin, supply, series = 3 C (3.3)
3.3.2 Series to Parallel Transition
There is no charge drawn from the ultra-capacitor supply during the series-to-parallel
transition as the switches disconnect the series configuration first and then the switches
connecting the capacitors in parallel turn on. The charge on each capacitor in series
just before this transition is redistributed on the capacitors after the transition from
series to the parallel configuration.
3.3.3 Parallel Configuration
In the parallel configuration, the assumed constant leakage current I[A] drops the
voltage Vdd with a slope S2 = 3 4 [V/s]
During parallel configuration, the charge drawn by the memory is:
Qout,parallel = TI(1 - D) (3.4)
where (1-D) is the duty or fraction of T that the system is in the parallel configuration.
3.3.4 Parallel to Series Transition
Just before the transition from parallel to series configuration, the charge on each
capacitor in parallel is determined by their common voltage V(P,)- just before the
transition.
The charge on each of the capacitors C1=C2=C3=C before step from parallel to
series configuration is:
Oc,(P-S)- = CV(psy- (3.5)
The charge on C4 before the transition from parallel to series is:
Oc4,(p-s)_ = C 4 V(ps)- (3.6)
After the transition from parallel to series configuration, the total voltage across
the series connected capacitors C1,C2,C3,and C4 is instantly equalized to the ultra-
capacitor voltage. The charge drawn from the ultra-capacitor is determined by the
difference between the voltage on the ultra-capacitor and four times the common
voltage on the capacitors in the parallel configuration just before the transition.
The charge input from the ultra-capacitor right after the transition from parallel
to series is:
Qin,supply,p-s = Cseries,1234(Vultracap - 4V(p-s)-) (3.7)
3.3.5 Steady State Requirement
Under steady state conditions, after cycling through the two configurations, we should
have the same voltage. In the following equations, D is the duty cycle of the process
in the series configuration and T is the period of the switching clock.
The voltage just before the transition from parallel to series configuration is equal
to the voltage due to the total charge on capacitors in parallel just after entering
parallel configuration less the voltage fall due to the charge drawn from the parallel
capacitors by the memory while in parallel configuration. This is described by the
following equation.
V(_-_)- - Qtota,parae,(s-p) - T(1 - D)S 2  (3.8)p * 3C + C4
The total charge on entering in the parallel configuration in the above equation
can be written in terms of the voltage just before the transition from parallel to
series configuration. It is equal to the sum of the three terms enclosed in square
brackets below. The first square bracket is the the charge on each of the capacitors
C1,C2, and C3 just before the transition from parallel to series plus the charge intake
from the ultra-capacitor during series configuration. There is a factor of three to
account for the three equal capacitors. The second square bracket is the charge on
the capacitor C4 just before the transition from parallel to series configuration less
the charge drawn from it during the series configuration. The last square bracket is
the charge intake from the ultra-capacitor during the transition from parallel to the
series configuration. It has a factor of 4 to account for the four capacitors in series.
The following equations describes it in a simple form.
Qtotal,parallel,(s-p)+ = 3 [CV(p-S)~ + Qin,supply,series] + [C 4 V(P-S)- - Qout,C4,series] +4Qin,supply,p-s)
(3.9)
Substituting equations 3.3, 3.2, and 3.7 in equation 3.9 and then substituting it
into the equation 3.8 and then solving for V(P-,)- we get:
Vultracap + ITD 23 C4 - C IT (3.10)(P-S) 4 16Cseries,1234 C4 + 2 16Cseries,1234
There are four voltages at the transition points of the curve which ideally we
would like them to be equal or close. They are the voltages just before and after the
parallel to series transition, and just before and after the series to parallel transition.
Final equations for these four voltages are:
V(p8S)- = V(p-s>- (3.11)
(Vutracap - 4V(p-s)-)( )
V(-s) + = V(p-S)- + - c3 (3.12)
3 + C4
Qout,c4,series TID_____
V(S-P)- = V(p-S)+ ~ = V(-S)+ - TID (3.13)C4 C4 + C
Vus-p)+ = V(-s)+ + 3C + C4 (3.14)
These equations give us direction in terms of how to pick capacitors C1-C4. In
our case, the objective is to get a division by four while minimizing the amount of
supply ripple. This objective can be met by choosing C4 ~~ C and C >> IT. By
doing so we get:
V(PS-= Vutracap (3.15)4
and
VV 8 ) (3.16)
This is a desired result since it implies little voltage level fluctuation.
3.3.6 Matlab and Cadence simulation results
Following is the plot generated using the the mathematical model of the voltage reg-
ulator described by the above equations with the parameters I = luA, T = lus, D
0.5, C1 = C2 = C3 = 50pF, and C4 = 150pF.
Matlab plot of the voltage regulator using the mathematical model
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Figure 3-8: Matlab plot of the mathematical model of the voltage regulator
Using the same choice of parameters following is the simulation in Cadence using
ideal switches and capacitances.
Simulation of voltage regulator (step down) using ideal switches in Cadence
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Figure 3-9: Simulation of voltage regulator using ideal switches in Cadence
3.3.7 Conclusion
The mathematical model as plotted in Matlab gives an exact replica of the waveform
generated using ideal capacitances and switches in Cadence.
The leakage current is expected to be around 0.6 uA. Therefore if T is of order
lus and I is of order of luA and C larger than an order of 1pF, we get a very low
voltage fluctuation around Vau,.aca,/4. This should give us a near constant stepped
down voltage with slight variations.
Chapter 4
RF Communication Link
4.1 Introduction
A low power medical implant cannot power a conventional power amplifier for long-
operating durations to transmit data over a radio link. On the contrary implants
need power to recharge its small local power source.
RFID wireless technology has been around for a long time [4]. It consists of a
passive tag and an active reader. RFID has been used mainly for tagging goods and
animals for easy identification. In this project, we propose to use the same technology
and integrate the tag to our system. Instead of sending fixed identification bits as in
a conventional RFID system, we will send the data collected from the patient over
the wireless link to the reader. To employ this technology in an optimum way for our
micro-implant application, we need to have a model of this technology for analysis.
Since our application requires the system to have a small form size, we would like to
know what we trade-off this desired feature with.
4.2 RFID Link Theory
In near field, the basics of an RFID system can be understood using the transformer
theory. The primary of this transformer-like system consists of the reader's coil that
couples with the secondary side consisting of the tag's coil. As in a transformer, the
primary side is driven by a sinusoidal voltage source that couples to the tag's coil.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4-1. Ignore tuning capacitors until two paragraphs later.
REAL TRANSFORMER WITH
INBUILT INDUCTANCES
TUNING
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Figure 4-1: RFID basic transformer-like model
The field created couples the primary and secondary coils. The voltage induced on
the secondary can be rectified to obtain DC voltage to drive the tag load or recharge
a battery. Besides transfer of power from the primary to the secondary side, this link
can be used to transmit data between the two sides. The data is transmitted from
the secondary to the primary through load change on the secondary as shown in the
box to the right of Fig. 4-1. The secondary coil can be shorted or connected to a load
for instance. For the two different loads two different voltage amplitudes are detected
on the primary. This corresponds to the binary states if an on-off modulation scheme
is employed for data communication. Other more sophisticated modulation schemes
such as Manchester modulation can also be used. This amplitude change is detected
as a change in the amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage across the primary coil. The
amplitude level is detected using a peak detector that discards the carrier frequency
waveform.
The control or configuration signals can also be transmitted from the primary to
the secondary side by turning off and on the field. Again these two states can be
interpreted by the secondary as the two bit states. To avoid confusion between the
actual data transfers and devices being out of range, a preamble is often sent before
the actual data transmission.
The rectifier on the secondary side requires high voltage to function. This requires
high coupling fields. The coupling fields can be increased by increasing the current in
the coils. Since the coupling coils come with inductances, they need to be tuned out
using capacitors to generate high currents as shown in Fig. 4-1. This resonant circuit
generate high currents that in turn induce high voltages on the secondary for a loosely
coupled system, that is with a small coupling coefficient k. Loosely coupled systems
make this first order introduction easier as we need not worry about the feedback in
this case. To generate still higher voltages on the secondary, we connect a capacitor
to the secondary coil to create resonance and take the voltage to the rectifier across
the capacitor.
In a transformer, the currents in the primary and secondary coil contribute to
the flux through each of the coils. The contributions to flux in primary due to the
current in the primary is characterized by the inductance Li and due to current in
secondary is characterized by the mutual inductance Lm. Similarly the contributions
to flux in the secondary due to the current in the secondary is characterized by the
inductance L2 and due to the current in the primary is characterized by the same
mutual inductance Lm. Let us model this simple RFID link using the transformer
coupling equations as below where the lambdas are the flux linked to subscripted coil
number.
Ai Li Lm ti
A2 Lm L2 i2
Using Faraday's law differentiate the above equations to get the voltage across
ideal transformer and add to it the voltage drop due to the resistance associated with
the real coil windings to get voltages V1 and V2 across the primary and secondary
coils of a real transformer.
V L1 Lm dii r1 0 si
V2 Lm L2 Zi2 0 r2 i2
t) ( / r
Add to this model the capacitances on the primary and secondary side to create
the resonances as shown in Fig. 4-2.
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Figure 4-2: RFID model
Vs is a sinusoidal voltage source with the period the same as the desired period
of the carrier wave. The MOD signal controls whether the switch is closed or open.
When the switch is open, the secondary is a resonator with impedance Z2 comprising
of L2, R2 and C2 in series as seen by the dependent voltage source at the secondary.
When the switch is closed, C2 is shorted out and Z2 is simply L2 in series with
R2 as seen by the dependent source. The dependent source at the primary sees Zi
comprising of L1, R1, and C1 in series under both switch conditions.
For a fixed carrier frequency that is also the resonant frequency, we are interested
in seeing the impact of the design variables, inductances Li and L2, and the coupling
coefficient k = Lmv/L 1 L 2 in this RFID system on the performance of data transfer
rates and amplitude difference at the primary side for the two switch conditions.
Due to load modulation, this circuit is linear and not time-invariant. This system
is a different linear circuit for each switch state. We can do the linear analysis
in between the load switching. We can take a unilateral laplace transform on the
circuit differential equations with the initial conditions due to the energy stored in
the resonators just before the switch of load happens. But instead, since all we are
interested in is the envelope of the waveform at the output, we will concentrate on
the parameters that affect the magnitude of the waveform and how fast they decay
or rise each time we switch loads.
The response of a sinusoidal input Vs into a linear circuit (in between switching)
consists of the transient response and steady state response. The transient response
consists of that due to the initial conditions that prevailed just before the switch of
load happened and that due to the input adjusting the circuit to the new steady
state. After the transients are gone, steady state prevails until next switch of load.
The transients decay exponentially as determined by the characteristic equation of
the circuit with the new load after the switch happened. To determine the character-
istic equation and the poles, we can instead take the bi-directional laplace transform
without the initial conditions for both switch conditions.
I have used the feedback technique in [1] on power optimization. While the pa-
per talks about power optimization, here is a model and analysis suitable for data
transmission. The following is the signal block diagram of the RFID system with out-
put on the primary side across the primary winding. The mapping from the RFID
model in Fig. 4-2 to the signal block diagram in Fig. 4-3 is as follows. There are
three voltage sources in the model, one is independent voltage source Vs and two
are current-dependent-voltage sources Vdl and Vd2 on the primary and secondary
side respectively as shown in Fig. 4-2. The difference between Vs and Vdl on the
primary side shows up across the impedance Zi and generates the current i. This
current times a factor of sM causes a voltage Vd2 to develop across the load Z2 on
the secondary side. This causes the current i2 to flow in the secondary side. The
signal is labeled with a negative sign in the signal block diagram is the physical cur-
rent generated by the dependent source is in the negative direction of i2 as shown in
Fig. 4-2. This signal -i2 is multiplied with a -1 to convert it to i2 and sM to give us
the dependent source voltage Vdl on the primary side to complete the loop in the
signal block diagram. The current in the primary side il is multiplied with 1/sC1
and subtracted from Vs to give V1.
++ V10.
sC1
VS + 1 1M-i
z, 1WV2 Z2 -
Vd1d
Figure 4-3: RFID Feedback signal diagram
To compare the amplitudes and find poles of the system it will be useful to write
a generic expression for the transfer function and loop gain and then make it specific
by plugging in the impedance on the secondary side that is different for each switch
condition. Transfer function from the source voltage Vs to the VI is:
VI 1 1 1
V sC1 Z1 1 - L(s) (4.1)
L(s) in the above equation is the loop gain which works out to:
s2M2
L(s) = M
Z1 (s)Z 2 (s)
(4.2)
It will be useful to have an expression for Zi and Z2 and plug them later into
Eq. 4.2 in later sections for the two switch conditions. Z1 and Z 2 are impedances
of the resonators alone on the source side and load side respectively as seen by the
dependent sources and can be written by inspecting Fig. 4-2 as:
1
Zi(s) =sLi+R1+ -sC1 L1
sR1  11
+ + ILi L 1C1
(4.3)
(4.4)Z 2 (s) = sL 2 + R 2 + Roa
s RioadC2 + 1
4.2.1 Switch is open
When the switch is open, RIoad is infinite and we get for the loop transmission:
L(s) =
L(s)
(4.5)
s2m2 L L2
S2 + LR-- + 1  s2 + s"2 + 1C
sak2
[S2
(4.6)
± R + L 1C] [S2 + SR2 + 12 2
Under resonant conditions and switch open, Z 2 becomes purely R 2 at resonant
frequency and we have:
oiC1 = ~
wL 1
1
wC 2 = I
cAL2
(4.7)
(4.8)
Using the above resonant conditions, the transfer function from Vs to VI can be
written as:
(4.9)
WCiri (I+ k2W2LjL 2
4.2.2 Switch is closed
When the RIad is short, that is when the switch is closed we get:
=
L(s) =
s2m2 L [2
sok2[S + 81 +±-I- [St+ R2
Li) L2 1i .m
(4.10)
(4.11)
Under resonant conditions and switch closed, the capacitor is shorted out and the
circuit is a LR circuit on the secondary side:
WC1 = ~L
wL1
= 1 +
wCiri 1 +
(4.12)
(4.13)
k 2w2LL2
rr(jL 2 +11j2 r
The envelope of the response will be determined by the poles of the L(s) that
move with change in the k parameter.
4.2.3 Analysis
How fast the transients in a linear system die out is determined by the poles of the
system for the chosen k parameter. So it would be worthwhile to do a root-locus of
the L(s) for the two switch conditions with L2/R2 smaller than L1/R1 to determine
the effect of the k parameter on how fast we can toggle between the two switch states.
The root-locus plots are shown in Fig. 4-4.
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Figure 4-4: Rootlocus of loop gains with open and short
The open loop poles for the switch open condition have the real part as -L 1 /2R 1
and -L 2/2R 2. The open loop poles for the switch closed condition have the real part
as -L 1 /2R 1 and -L 2/R 2 . As the coupling coefficient k increases, k2 , the gain for
r
2
..........
plotting the root-locus increases. The plot for switch open condition shows that the
poles move closer as k increases before the slower poles due to the primary side heads
for the origin and the faster pole due to the secondary side moves away from it. This
means that initially coupling helps to make the system faster and then increasing it
further makes the system slower. The poles for switch closed condition shows that as
k increases the poles move away from the origin and the system gets faster.
Therefore the speed at which one can switch is determined by the poles due to
the primary side and switch open condition. It is suitable to reduce the size of the
primary coil at the reader for speed and size of the secondary coil on the implant to
benefit both in terms of a smaller implant size and faster data transfer speeds. On
the other hand the transfer function also shows that having a very small k, a small
L1/R1, or L2/R2 makes the two expressions alike. Specifically making j'L 2 small
makes the expressions alike for all values of L1/R1 and k. This reduces the difference
between the amplitude of the envelope of the two states and makes it difficult to
detect at the reader. Large difference between the two switch states is desirable.
Fig. 4-5 is plots the magnitude of the transfer functions at resonance using equa-
tions 4.9 and 4.13 for the two switch conditions of open and close respectively vs. the
coupling coefficient k.
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Figure 4-5: Voltage level V1 for the two switch states vs. coupling coefficient, k
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The plot in Fig. 4-6 shows the difference in the magnitude of the transfer function
equations 4.9 and 4.13 for the two switch states for various large and small combina-
tions of L/R ratios on primary and secondary side. The plot shows that as coupling
coefficient, k increases from zero as we bring the coils closer from far away, there is
a peak in the voltage difference between the state followed by the drop. Increasing k
further makes the difference go to zero before the difference increases again. Also for
lower Li/Ri and/or L2/R2, the difference gets smaller.
Difference between the amplitudes of the two load conditions
I I I II I I
High LIR1 and high L21R2
0
3 -
High L1/RI and low L21R2
2 -0
Low L1IR and low L2/R2
e
S 0.1 02 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 07 08 09 1
The coupling coefficient, k
Figure 4-6: Difference between switch open and close voltage levels detected at the
primary vs. coupling coefficient, k
Another consequence of decreasing L2/R2 and L1/R1 is that at constant resonant
frequency, decreasing the L2 value increases C2 and similarly decreasing L1 increases
C1. Just for comparison a capacitor value of 500pF implemented using multiple metal
layer technique in a typical 5 metal layer 0.18 process could take about 1mm sq.
Since the memory is 32Kbits in size, we would at least want to upload the data
from the memory to the reader in less than 10s. This requires a transmission speed of
about 4 Kb/s. We would like both L1/R1 and L2/R2 on the primary and secondary
respectively to be less than 1/4000 seconds, that is 0.25 ms. For resistance of the
order of Ohms, the inductance should be of the order of milli-henries or less.
In conclusion, decreasing the L 1/R1 and L2/R 2 increases the data transfer speeds
and also makes the implant size smaller as inductances occupy more space than ca-
pacitors for a fixed resonant frequency. But doing so makes it difficult to discriminate
the amplitudes of the modulated carrier wave for the two states at the reader. Also we
do not want to place the two coils too close as high coupling decreases the difference.
4.3 Inductance and Coupling Coefficient Calcula-
tion
Inductance calculation for an N-turn multilayer circular coil can be calculated using
the following formula [MICROCHIP]
L = 0.31(RN)2
L R+h+= b(4.14)6 R + 9h + 10b
where R, h, b are in cms and L is in uH as shown in Fig. 4-7.
N-T rns
hE 4
b R
Figure 4-7: Inductance calculation
Since the secondary coil is smaller than the primary coil, the mutual inductance
can be calculated by putting a current in the primary coil and assuming a constant
field through the secondary coil area equal to the field along the axis connecting the
coils. This assumption is good if the implant coil is smaller than the primary coil.
Through reciprocity we have the same mutual inductance if current was put in the
secondary coil, but this way is harder to calculate as in the first case. Refer to Fig.
4-8 for the mutual inductance and coupling coefficient calculation below.
Figure 4-8: Mutual inductance and coupling coefficient calculation
B at the transponder due to the reader coil is
I1R2B = NRpo 1 )322(d2 + R 2)(3/2) (4.15)
Therefore the mutual inductance is
R 2
Lm = N2 BwrR I1 = po 0rR(d1N22(d2 +R R)( 3/ 2)R 2 N1N2 (4.16)
Therefore the coupling coefficient is
L R12 N 1 N 2k= 1 p2)/ rR2
vL1-L 2 2(d2 + R )(3/2) 2 lL1L2 (4.17)
Coupling coefficient k goes down as d3 with everything else constant.
4.4 System
For the demonstration purpose the chosen carrier frequency is 125KHz due to avail-
ability of tag/transponder by Atmel that can be easily integrated with the implant
system. For capacitors in pF range, the size of the inductors is very large for implant
application. However the principles of RFID data link remain the same at higher
frequencies and we will use Atmel's U3280 transponder interface and Atmel's U2270
reader for the demonstration due to availability. The RFID system is as shown in Fig.
4-9. The peak detector detects the envelope of the modulated RF carrier detected on
the reader side.
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Figure 4-9: RFID system
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Chapter 5
Test results
The memory integrated with the RFID data link was tested for different supply volt-
ages. The following section describes the FSM implemented on FPGA for generation
of control signals and interfacing the system to a PC for test purpose. The section
after contains the simulation result of the memory in Cadence. The results are doc-
umented in the sections following simulation. Figure 5-1 shows the memory chip die
and figure 5-2 shows the test setup.
Figure 5-1: Chip die picture
Figure 5-2: Test setup
5.1 Control
The control circuitry for the memory and RFID tag is implemented on a Xilinx FPGA
on Opal Kelly board. The control circuitry is a Finite state machine (FSM) written
in Verilog language using the Modelsim environment. The FSM diagram is shown in
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Fig. 5-3. The compiled FSM runs on the FPGA to generate a sequence of signals
that accomplishes write and read from the memory. While the memory signals are
generated by the FSM on FPGA, the FSM itself receives high level signals, WRITE,
READ, and RUN, from the PC using Opal Kelly's command library from inside
Matlab. The WRITE and READ signals select the functionality while the RUN
signal steps the FSM to the next state. For testing purposes the data to be written
to the memory is generated randomly in 8-bit bursts from within Matlab and put on
the INPUT[0:7] bus of the memory using Opal Kelly's interface through FPGA. The
description of the control signals for the write and read operation and their sequence
was mentioned in the chapter on memory. The FSM also generates the MOD signal for
the RFID tag during the memory read operation to transfer the read data over RFID
link. This signal modulates the RF carrier and this modulated carrier is interpreted
as data by the reader on the other side of the RFID data-link.
FSM implemented on XILINX FPGA on OPAL KELLY BOARD
RFID TAG Signals
-4*-r FSM flow lines
Figure 5-3: Finite state machine on FPGA for generation of control signals: Block
diagram
5.2 Simulation of the memory
The simulation for the write and read back from the memory is shown in Fig. 5-4 and
Fig. 5-5. The voltage regulator switching frequency was 1 MHz and ultra-capacitor
supply voltage was 2 V. Fig. 5-4 shows a sequence of bits written from serialized
input/output (serialization of an 8 bit parallel bus is done for simulation and easy
viewing in the figure) to registers followed by collectively writing the registers to a row
in the memory matrix. For simulation of write operation, the counter and registers
are reset with a CLEAR signal followed by reading the memory matrix row into the
register to be eventually put one at a time on the I/O as the counter increases with
each CLK rising edge. Notice how the bit-cell stored voltage level falls in bit-cell
0 and 1 during the write from registers to the memory matrix. This is due to the
signal FLOAT-ENABLE signal that temporarily floats the power supply lines to the
bit-cells for an easy write as discussed in the chapter on memory. Fig. 5-5 shows the
control signals required to achieve the write and read operation.
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5.3 Measurements
5.3.1 Memory
The memory control signals for the write operation generated by the FSM on FPGA
are shown in figure 5-6 as recorded on a digital oscilloscope. The output bus shows
the input data just registered by the memory on the registers for verifying that this
step completed accurately. The bits are written to the memory matrix at the end of
the oscilloscope capture in the figure.
PRECHARGE
COLCONNECT
PASS
CLK
1 FLOAT EN
WRITE~
LATCH ALL
READ
1 OUTPUT[7]
OUTPUT[6]
OUTPUT[5]
. .OUTPUT[4]
.. OUTPUT[2]
.. OUTPUT[1]
OUTPUT[0]
Figure 5-6: Control signals generated by FSM on FPGA for write operation
The memory control signals for the read operation generated by the FSM on
FPGA are shown in figure 5-7 as recorded on a digital oscilloscope. Also shown is
the data on the output bus of the memory that is send over RFID data-link. The
modulated carrier detected on the reader side is also shown in the oscilloscope capture
and figure 5-9.
MODULATED
CARRIER
DETECTED AT
READER
PRECHARGE
COLCONNECT
PASS
CLK
FLOATEN
WRITE
LATCHALL
[READ
OUTPUT[7]
OUTPUT[6]
OUTPUT[5]
OUTPUT[41
1 :OUTPUT[3]
OUTPUT[2]
OUTPUT[1]
0 OUTPUT[0]
Figure 5-7: Control signals generated by FSM on FPGA for read operation. Also
shown is the RFID modulated carrier detected on the reader side
The memory test was performed by writing random data generated in Matlab
to the memory and then reading it back. Any discrepancy between the data to be
written and that which was read back was recorded and presented in a color-coded
bit-error rate grid diagram representing the physical memory matrix. The memory
was tested at four voltages; 0.45, 0.50, 0.60, and 0.80 V. In figure 5-8 are shown the
grid diagrams for supply voltage of 0.45 V and 0.6 V for comparison. Seemingly, the
error rate is randomly distributed over the memory matrix.
Supply voltage 0.45V Supply voltage 0.60V
.60250 250 6050200 .. - 200 ...
040
100 -.-... 100 -......
50 . 50......
1:0
50 100 150 0 50 100 150
Column number Column number
Figure 5-8: Memory matrix with color coded bit-error percentage for data write and
then read back of random data
The bit-error rate increases as we lower the supply voltage from 0.80 V to 0.4 V.
At 0.8 V the bit-error rate is zero for a finite number of runs. At 0.6 V, 0.5 V, and
0.45 V, the bit-error rate is 0.05 percent, 3.4 percent, and 8.6 percent respectively.
At 0.45 V the bit-error rate increases to 8.6 percent. The possible cause of this high
bit-error rate at low voltages could be the low noise margins in the design as noise
margins decrease with decreasing supply voltage.
The memory drew a current of 0.48 uA, 0.96 uA, and 2 uA at 0.33 V, 0.45 V, and
0.50 V respectively.
5.3.2 RFID data-link
In Fig. 5-9 is shown the oscilloscope capture of the modulated RF carrier detected
on the reader side for a stream of bits 01010101 (chosen for ease of recognition) send
from the tag side over the RFID data link.
Figure 5-9: RFID modulated carrier detected on the reader side
Two different coils were used for the illustration of the impact of the selected
coupling inductor on the tag side. The following figure shows the difference between
size of the envelope detected on the reader side for the two sizes of inductor on the
tag side as the distance between the reader and tag coil is changed. Inductance value
of 206uH and 90uH were used on the tag side for a fixed reader coil of 573uH. Since
the coils were self-wound, the calculated inductance is not very accurate but suffices
for demonstration purpose. As shown in the figure 5-10 if we use a smaller size coil
the difference between the peaks and troughs of the modulated carrier RF signal
that is detected at the reader decreases. The RF carrier is only 125KHz and so the
inductance values is large. At higher frequencies such as 900MHz the inductance
would be substantially small but principles of RFID remain the same which have
been demonstrated here.
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Figure 5-10: Difference in the envelope size of the carrier in the two modulation
states for two different inductors on the implant side versus the separation between
the reader and tag coils
5.3.3 Voltage regulator
On testing the voltage regulator output voltage did not follow the input ultra-capacitor
at one-fourth ratio that is desired and expected. The voltage level at the voltage reg-
ulator output did not drop when the switches were held in either a parallel or a series
configuration by holding the input clock signal at a high or low voltage. This is unex-
pected. If the input clock was toggled the output responded but not as in simulations.
The ratio between the output of the regulator and the ultracapacitor input voltage
started at about a quarter and rose to one-third and then to a half with a rise in
ultracapacitor voltage. We expected it to stay constant at a quarter.
This unexpected result was traced back to a faulty connection in the chip layout.
The body connections of the PMOS transistors in the voltage regulator were mistak-
enly connected to the VDD instead of the highest voltage which is the ultracapacitor
voltage. This faulty connection forward biases the P-N junctions of the MOSFET
and leaks current from source and drain to the body. Since the body is connected to
the VDD, this causes the voltage at this node to rise.
5.4 Conclusion
The designed memory had a zero percent bit-error rate for the finite number of write
and read operation at about 0.8 V supply voltage. The bit-error rate of 0.05 percent at
0.6 V is acceptable. To achieve better performance at lower supply voltages, the noise
margins need to be increased by sizing while maintaining lower power consumption
by using different techniques. The RFID data link at 125 Khz provided a starting
point for link at higher frequencies. It demonstrated the working of a RFID system
and showed the significance of coil sizes on amplitude and speed at which data can
be detected on the reader side.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
In this design I have chosen to use minimum-sized devices to reduce the leakage cur-
rents. But like any design it is a trade off. Minimum-sized devices reduced the bit-cell
noise margins and made them more prone to loss of stored data and therefore increase
in bit-error rate. At 0.8 V the memory gave no error for the finite number of write and
read operations. To achieve better performance at lower supply voltages, the noise
margins need to be increased by sizing while maintaining lower power consumption
by using different techniques.
The mathematical model of the voltage regulator was derived and shown to match
in the Matlab and Cadence simulation plots and will be implemented again in future
versions of this chip.
The RFID data link was integrated with the memory and the coil size affected
the data detection at the reader as the theory predicted. Decreasing the implant
inductance and coil size made it difficult to discriminate the amplitudes of the modu-
lated carrier wave for the two states at the reader. The RFID data link analysis and
integration at 125 Khz provide a starting point for link at higher frequencies.
6.2 Future work
In future some of the possible improvements can be an increase of the read noise
margin of the bit-cell that would extend the memory operation to the desired low
supply voltage. The generation of control signals can be implemented on the memory
chip itself. The RFID data link can be implemented at a higher carrier frequency
which will reduce the inductor size. The RFID load switching circuit can also be
implemented on chip in future versions.
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